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Learning to Explain Selectively:
A Case Study on Question Answering

Anonymous EMNLP submission

Abstract

Explanations promise to bridge the gap be-001
tween human and AI, yet AI-augmented hu-002
man decision making proves difficult: expla-003
nations are helpful in some cases but harm-004
ful in others (Bansal et al., 2021; Lai et al.,005
2021). The effect of explanation depends on006
many factors, such as human expertise (Feng007
and Boyd-Graber, 2019), human agency (Lai008
and Tan, 2019), and explanation format (Gon-009
zalez et al., 2020; Smith-Renner et al., 2020a).010
Using a uniform setup—always showing the011
same type of explanation in all cases—is sub-012
optimal, but it’s also hard to rely on heuris-013
tics to adapt the setup for each scenario. We014
propose learning to explain selectively using015
human feedback to directly optimize human016
accuracy. We formulate selective explanation017
as a contextual bandit problem, train a model018
to learn users’ needs and preferences online,019
and use the model to choose the best combi-020
nation of explanations to provide in each sce-021
nario. We experiment on question answering022
following the evaluation protocol of Feng and023
Boyd-Graber (2019) and show that selective024
explanations further improve human accuracy025
for both experts and amateurs.026

1 Introduction027

Recent advances in machine learning (ML) (Sil-028

ver et al., 2017; Brown et al.; Jumper et al., 2021;029

Ramesh et al., 2021) sparked new life in intelli-030

gence augmentation—the vision that computers031

are not mere number-crunching tools, but also032

interactive systems that can augment humans at033

problem solving and decision making (Engelbart,034

1962). The hope is to combine the complimen-035

tary strengths of machine and human, and to fully036

harness the capabilities of these models with hu-037

man intuitions and oversight (Dafoe et al., 2020;038

Amodei et al., 2016). But this agenda is obstructed039

by the many counterintuitive traits of neural net-040

works (NNs) (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow041

et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2017) and our lack of the- 042

oretical understanding (Belkin et al., 2019): these 043

models are not interpretable to humans by default 044

and it is difficult to foresee when they will fail. 045

This lack of interpretability also amplifies the risk 046

of model bias (Angwin et al., 2016; Bolukbasi et al., 047

2016; Caliskan et al., 2017), making it difficult to 048

use NN-powered AIs in real-world decision making. 049

To bridge the gap between human and machine, 050

various methods attempt to explain model predic- 051

tions in human-interpretable terms, e.g., by pro- 052

viding more context to the model’s uncertainty 053

estimation (Gal et al., 2016; Bhatt et al., 2021), 054

by highlighting the most important part of the 055

input (Ribeiro et al., 2016; Lundberg and Lee, 056

2017; Ebrahimi et al., 2017), and by retrieving 057

the most relevant training examples (Renkl, 2014; 058

Koh and Liang, 2017). Grounded in psychol- 059

ogy (Lombrozo, 2006, 2007; Kulesza et al., 2012), 060

these explanations promise to augment human 061

decision making.But when tested in application- 062

grounded evaluations—with real problems and real 063

humans (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2018), it proves 064

difficult for any single explanation method to 065

achieve consistent improvement in disparate con- 066

text (Bansal et al., 2021; Buçinca et al., 2020). 067

A major contributor to this problem is the 068

breadth of context that the explanation method is 069

applied to. Internally, the explanation method is 070

faced with shifts in the input distribution which the 071

model can react badly to (Goodfellow et al., 2015; 072

Liu et al., 2021); externally, it needs to deal with 073

human users with diverse levels of expertise (Feng 074

and Boyd-Graber, 2019), engagement (Sidner et al., 075

2005), and general trust in AI (Dietvorst et al., 076

2015). Our current use of explanations demands 077

an one-size-fits-all solution, but existing methods 078

cannot provide that as they are largely oblivious to 079

the above mentioned variables. 080

Selective explanations Each person is unique, and 081

the right explanation will also vary from one deci- 082
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sion to another, so we propose to show explanations083

selectively to maximize their utility as decision sup-084

port. Concretely, we assume a given set of expla-085

nation methods, but instead of showing all of them086

for every decision that the human user makes, we087

use a selector policy to choose a subset of the ex-088

planations to display. We can think of the selector089

as controlling an on/off switch for each explanation090

method. The selector is allowed, for example, to091

show three types of explanations for one example092

but withhold all of them for the next one.093

Online optimization In order for the policy to ac-094

curately estimate the utility of explanations in each095

context, its training data must offer a reasonable096

coverage over the joint distribution of all types of097

explanations, human users, and examples, which098

means that the dataset will have to include cases099

where the human user receives suboptimal decision100

support, e.g., with excessive explanations causing101

information overload (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2018).102

We focus on the online setting which represents103

real-world scenarios where the opportunity cost of104

giving suboptimal support cannot be ignored. In105

this setting, a good policy must balance the trade-106

off between exploring new combinations of expla-107

nations and sticking to explanations with good ob-108

served performance; we model this trade-off by109

formulating the selective explanation problem as a110

multi-armed bandit (Robbins, 1952).111

We evaluate selective explanations on Quizbowl112

using the same platform as Feng and Boyd-Graber113

(2019). To mimic real-world decision making as114

well as possible, we recruited twenty trivia enthusi-115

asts and ran a multi-player, real-time Quizbowl116

tournament. We compare our method head-to-117

head against baselines such as showing all expla-118

nations for all examples. Selective explanations119

out-perform all other strategies, including the best120

subset of explanations identified by Feng and Boyd-121

Graber (2019). We also evaluate our method with122

mechanical turkers—amateurs whose performance123

without assistance is far worse than the AI. Expla-124

nations significantly boost their performance, but125

only selective explanations can help them reach126

performance comparable with the AI.127

2 Selective Explanations as Decision128

Support129

Explanations have many uses in human-AI cooper-130

ation; this paper focuses on using explanations as131

decision support—to improve the quality of human132

decisions under machine assistance. Not all prob- 133

lems benefit from machine assistance (Doshi-Velez 134

and Kim, 2018)—in this section, we identify three 135

criteria for decision support testbeds. We then in- 136

troduce our setup based on Quizbowl (Rodriguez 137

et al., 2019), a competitive trivia game. 138

2.1 Criteria for Decision Support Testbeds 139

It is not uncommon to use low-stake and synthetic 140

tasks to evaluate machine assistance, but it’s im- 141

portant to find tasks where results can generalize. 142

Building on existing work (e.g. Lee and See, 2004; 143

Lim et al., 2009; Yin et al., 2019), we identify the 144

three criteria for suitable tasks. 145

Clear objectives The task must have well-defined 146

metrics, and the standard for good decisions must 147

be clear to all participants. With unreliable metrics, 148

a well-optimized decision support will still fail to 149

improve decision quality (Amodei et al., 2016). 150

Diversity of context A reliable testbed should be 151

diverse in terms of both participants (e.g., their skill 152

levels) and test examples (e.g., their difficulty level). 153

As discussed in Section 1, the lack of diversity 154

contributes to the inconsistent results. 155

Incentives to be engaged The participants must 156

be incentivized to pay attention to model outputs in 157

order to establish proper reliance (Lim et al., 2009). 158

As a corollary, the model should demonstrate com- 159

plementary strengths and provide information that 160

participants cannot extract by themselves. In terms 161

of the setup, engagement can also be improved by 162

imposing time limits (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2018) 163

and introducing competition (Bitrián et al., 2021). 164

We choose Quizbowl (Rodriguez et al., 2019)— 165

a task that roughly satisfies all three criteria—as 166

our testbed. Compared to previous work that uses 167

Quizbowl to evaluate explanations (Feng and Boyd- 168

Graber, 2019), we make several changes to the 169

setup for evaluating online selective explanations. 170

In the following, we first introduce the most basic 171

setting with only human players and build up our 172

system one component at a time. 173

2.2 Human-only Quizbowl 174

We start with the most basic (and traditional) 175

setting: Quizbowl with only human players. 176

Quizbowl is a trivia game popular in the English- 177

speaking world where players compete to answer 178

questions from all areas of academic knowledge, 179

including history, literature, science, sports, and 180
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Created by Adrien Coquet
from the Noun Project

Created by Vectorstall

Figure 1: Our Quizbowl web interface when all four explanations are displayed. In the middle we show the question
word-by-word; below, we show the current best model guess, which is colored red when the

Created by Adrien Coquet
from the Noun Project

Autopilot is
confident, otherwise gray; on the left we show Alternatives, including confidence scores; on the right we
show snippets of relevant training examples as

Created by Vectorstall

Evidence; finally we show

C
reated by H

at-Tech
from

 the N
oun P

roject Highlights for the question
and the evidence, respectively.

more.1 Each Quizbowl question consists of four to181

five clues. The clues are organized by their diffi-182

culty in each question: starting with the clue that’s183

most difficult and obscure, and finishes with the184

one that’s easiest and most telling. The clues are185

presented to all players word-by-word in real-time,186

verbally or in text (e.g. web interfaces). And play-187

ers compete to answer as early as possible.188

To signal that they know the answer, players189

interrupt the question with a buzz, which takes its190

name from the sound the device makes. Whoever191

buzzes needs to answer: ten points for a correct192

answer, and five-point penality for a wrong one. A193

player only gets one chance at each question.194

To win Quizbowl, you need to answer quickly195

and correctly. This game requires not only trivia196

knowledge but also an accurate assessment of con-197

fidence and risk (He et al., 2016). We formally198

discuss the evaluation metric in Section 3.1.199

2.3 Human + AI + Explanations200

In our Quizbowl games, human players aug-201

mented with AI decision support compete against202

each other. In each human-AI team, the hu-203

man player is still in charge of making deci-204

sions of when to buzz and what to answer, but205

now with the help of a machine learning guesser206

which predict an answer given a question (we207

provide details about the guesser in Section 3).208

In addition to showing the guesser’s current209

best guess, we show four types of explanations:210

1While these games often have collaboration on questions,
we consider only individual players on tossup (US) or starter
(UK/INDIA) questions. Likewise, throughout this paper we
assume each human-AI team has a single human player. The
extension to multiple humans is non-trivial and is thus left for
future work.

Alternatives (Lai and Tan, 2019), salient 211

word

C
reated by H

at-Tech
from

 the N
oun P

roject Highlights (Ribeiro et al., 2016), rel- 212

evant training examples as
Created by Vectorstall

Evidence (Wal- 213

lace et al., 2018), and a new explanation that 214

we call
Created by Adrien Coquet
from the Noun Project

Autopilot. As the name suggests, 215

Autopilot assumes the role of the human player 216

and make suggestions on whether to buzz or to 217

wait (details in Section 2.5). We build our interface 218

(Figure 1) by extending the interface of Feng and 219

Boyd-Graber (2019). We discuss these changes in 220

detail next and in Section 3. 221

2.4 Human + AI + Selective Explanations 222

With selective explanations, the decision support 223

is customized for each player and each question. 224

For each new question, we use a selector policy 225

(or selector for short) to control the on/off switch 226

for each explanation. We refer to a combination 227

of explanations as a configuration; for example 228

one configuration could be showing Highlights 229

and Evidence but hiding Alternatives. A 230

configuration is selected at the beginning of each 231

question and kept constant throughout the question, 232

but the content of each explanation is still updated 233

dynamically. For example, Highlights will al- 234

ways available when its turned on for a question, 235

but the exact words being highlighted can change 236

as more clues are revealed. 237

We make two important changes to the setting 238

of Feng and Boyd-Graber (2019) to accurately esti- 239

mate the effect of selectivity. 240

• The guesser prediction is always available. 241

We make this design choice in order to better 242

isolate the effect of the explanations. 243

• Separate highlights for the question and 244

the evidence. Highlights can be applied to 245
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#
Created by Vectorstall

Evidence

C
reated by H

at-Tech
from

 the N
oun P

roject Highlights

Question Evidence

1
2 ✓

3 ✓ ✓

4 ✓ ✓ ✓

5 ✓

Table 1: Each configuration is a set of visualizations
shown to users, and our policy leanrs which configu-
ration helps users the most. Most visualizations can
be turned on or off indepedently, but some only makes
sense in the presence of others, e.g. we cannot highlight
the evidence if we do not show evidence at all. This ta-
ble summarizes the available configurations for two vi-
sualizations: Autopilot and Highlights which
are dependent on each other. Combined with the other
two explanations (Alternativesand Autopilot)
which can be turned on or off indepedently, we have in
total twenty possible configurations.

both the question and the evidence. In Feng246

and Boyd-Graber (2019), the two are treated247

as one explanation. However, their experi-248

ments confirm that highlighting the question249

alone is already effective. In this paper we sep-250

arate the two and the policy can control them251

individually. Table 1 lists the available config-252

urations for Highlights and Evidence.253

2.5 A New Explanation:
Created by Adrien Coquet
from the Noun Project

Autopilot254

While most of our explanations were used in pre-255

vious work, we introduce a more assertive expla-256

nation we call the Autopilot. At each time step257

during the question, Autopilot gives the human258

player one bit of information: should you buzz or259

not. The suggestion is based on the binary predic-260

tion of whether the guesser’s current top answer261

is correct or wrong, just as how human players262

assesses their own confidence.263

An autonomous AI could use Autopilot to264

decide when to buzz. But in a human-AI team, it’s265

just a suggestion, and the decision is still left to the266

human. If the human blindly follows the sugges-267

tion, the human-AI team reduces to an autonomous268

AI trying to win by itself, hence the name.269

Both Autopilot and the selector are trying270

to maximize the chance of winning. Whereas271

Autopilot is optimizing for the AI only, the272

selector optimizes for the team. And this is no273

coincidence—we design Autopilot to test if se-274

lective explanation goes beyond implicit calibra-275

# Description

1 Confidence of current top guesses.
2 Previous confidence of current top guesses.
3 Change in confidence of top guesses.
4 Gap in confidence between top guesses.
5 If top guesses maintained their rank.
6 If top guesses appear in previous step.

7 User’s accuracy.
8 User’s average relative buzzing position.
9 User’s average EW score.
10 Gap in EW compared to optimal buzzer.

11 Portion of words highlighted in question.
12 Portion of words highlighted in evidence.
13 Longest highlighted substring in question.
14 Longest highlighted substring in evidence.

Table 2: The user model uses the above features in
addition to BERT representations of the questions.
The three categories capture information about the
guesser’s current prediction, the user, and the expla-
nations. These features let the selector predict which
explanations will be most useful for a human-AI team.

tion: the hope is for it to outperform both human– 276

Autopilot team and a fully-autonomous AI us- 277

ing Autopilot to decide when to buzz. 278

We use a simple, threshold-based model for 279

Autopilot similar to Yamada et al. (2018): it 280

looks at the normalize confidence scores of the top 281

five guesses, and recommends buzzing if the gap 282

between the top two is larger than 0.05 (a threshold 283

tuned on the dev set from Rodriguez et al. (2019)). 284

Despite its simplicity, this model is very efficient 285

at chooshing the right time to buzz (Yamada et al., 286

2018; Rodriguez et al., 2019). 287

2.6 Training the Explanation Selector 288

Our goal is to build effective human-AI teams 289

whose cooperation requires the selector to select 290

which explanations to show to the human. This sec- 291

tion describe the machine learning model—learned 292

from users’ preferences in behavioral data—of the 293

user which lets the selector pick user-specific ex- 294

planations to show the user. Finally, to model the 295

exploration-exploitation trade-off, we use multi- 296

armed bandits to learn the selector policy and max- 297

imize the accumulated EW score. 298

2.6.1 User Model 299

Given a human player, a question, and one of 300

the available explanation configurations, the user 301
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model predicts the the EW score received from this302

question. To model aspects of the human player303

as well as properties of each specific question, the304

user model uses both manually crafted features and305

BERT representations. Table 2 shows the full list306

of features. The user model can also be veiwed as307

a value function in reinforcement learning.308

2.6.2 Optimizing Accumulated EW Score309

Our goal is to empower humans to complete the310

task at hand as accurately and as efficiently as pos-311

sible. Given a new question, the selector should312

choose the best configuration based on its model313

of the user; however, to learn this model, the se-314

lector needs to test how well each of configuration315

works for each type of questions. This presents an316

exploration-exploitation trade-off, which we model317

with multi-armed bandits (Robbins, 1952). We op-318

timize the accumulated reward—the accumulated319

EW score of the team. In the experiments, we320

compare several bandit algorithms.321

3 Experiments322

We run two experiments with real human partici-323

pants: a single-player experiment with amateurs,324

and a multi-player real-time Quizbowl tournament325

with experts. This section first introduces the met-326

ric for evaluating Quizbowl competency, then pro-327

vides details about the human players, the AI player,328

the explanation methods, and the baselines. We329

show that selective explanation provides person-330

alized decision support and leads to the best aug-331

mented human performance.332

3.1 Evaluating accuracy and efficiency using333

one metric without an opponent334

Winning in Quizbowl requires you to answer cor-335

rectly before your opponent. In real Quizbowl336

games with two or more players, a high score is a337

proof that a player is both accurate and efficient—338

in the sense that they require little information to339

get the answer right. In a perfect assessment of340

Quizbowl player, we would control for factors such341

as question topic and have a head-to-head compe-342

tition between every pair of players. In an ideal343

evaluation of decision support, we need to control344

for confounders such as player skill, and have a345

head-to-head comparison between every possible346

pair of differently-augmented players, e.g., strong347

player with no support vs. weak player with selec-348

tive explanations, and vice versa. However, this is349

infeasible due to the number of confounders.350

We would like a single metric to evaluate both 351

accuracy and efficiency without running head-to- 352

head competitione. Accuracy is trivial to evaluate 353

by itself, but efficiency is not as simple as counting 354

the number of words that the player had seen when 355

they answered a question correctly because not all 356

words have the same value: answering earlier by 357

one word is much more difficult at the beginnning 358

of the question than at the end. The reward for 359

answering earlier should be proportional to the in- 360

crease in the chance of beating an opponent. 361

The expected wins (EW) metric implements this 362

idea. Concretely, it assigns a weight to each correct 363

answer depending on the percentage of the ques- 364

tion revealed. The higher the percentage, the lower 365

the assigned weight. For example, answer answer- 366

ing correctly halfway through the question counts 367

as 0.3 points in EW, while a correct answer at the 368

end only counts as 0.05 points. We use weights 369

provided by Rodriguez et al. (2019) which are esti- 370

mated using maximium likelihood from previous 371

game data (Boyd-Graber et al., 2012). 372

3.2 Setup: Mechanical Turkers as Amateurs 373

We recruit twenty amateur players on Amazon Me- 374

chanical Turk. Each amateur player answers a set 375

of sixty Quizbowl questions, and the questions are 376

randomly permuted for each player. Each player is 377

randomly assigned to either the experimental group 378

with selective explanations or a control group with 379

a baseline policy; more on these conditions later. 380

Before the user answers questions, we familiar- 381

ize the user with the interface. During that period, 382

the user can explore the interface without restric- 383

tion (e.g., they can turn explanations on and off), 384

and we switch to the assigned setting after the user 385

clicks a button to indicate that they are ready. 386

3.3 Setup: Quizbowl Enthusiasts as Experts 387

We recruit twenty expert Quizbowl players from 388

online forums. For these experts, we use a newly 389

commissioned set of 144 questions no participant 390

has seen before. The questions are divided into six 391

rounds with twenty-four questions each. 392

Unlike the amateur experiment, the experts play 393

a real multi-player Quizbowl game. To make sure 394

that our game is fair and competitive, we divide 395

players into three rooms. The initial assignment 396

uses players’ self-reported skill level. We subse- 397

quently adjust the assignment at the end of each 398

round by promoting the top 20% players in each 399

room and relegating the bottom 20%. 400
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Condition Description

None-fixed Display no explanation.
Everything-fixed Display all explanations.
Random-dynamic Choose a new random configuration for each question.
Selective-dynamic Selector chooses the configuration for each question.
Autopilot-fixed Display Autopilot suggestions only.
AI-only Autopilot replaces human player.

Table 3: Conditions in the randomized controlled trial. Under fixed conditions, one configuration is used for
all questions; under dynamic conditions, the enabled configurations could change from one question to another.
In all conditions the human player has access to the guesser’s prediction. In the baseline AI-only condition, no
human player is involved.

3.4 Setup: AI Guesser and Explanations401

The human player is assisted by a machine learning402

guesser. Given a question, the guesser produces403

a multinomial distribution over the set of possible404

answers (Boyd-Graber et al., 2012); we update this405

prediction after every four question words. We406

use the BERT-based guesser from Rodriguez et al.407

(2019), and refer readers to that paper for model408

details and standard evaluation results. Next we dis-409

cuss how we generate explanations for the guesser.410

• Alternatives: We show the guesser’s411

current top five predictions along with their412

confidence scores.413

•
Created by Vectorstall

Evidence: We retreive four training ex-414

amples that are most similar to the current415

question. To measure similarity we use cosine416

distance between question representations by417

the guesser (Wallace et al., 2018).418

•

C
reated by H

at-Tech
from

 the N
oun P

roject Highlights on question: We use Hot-419

Flip (Ebrahimi et al., 2017) and show tokens420

with a nomalized attribution score higher than421

0.15.422

•

C
reated by H

at-Tech
from

 the N
oun P

roject Highlights for evidence: We search423

for the highlighted question tokens in the re-424

trieved training examples, and highlight them.425

•
Created by Adrien Coquet
from the Noun Project

Autopilot: We colorize the guesser’s426

prediction based on the Autopilot’s cur-427

rent decision: red if buzzing, gray if not.428

When Autopilot is disabled, the color is429

always black.430

Hyperparameters of an explanation (e.g. number431

of highlighted tokens) affect its effectiveness. Here432

we choose a fix set of hyperparameters based on433

feedback from internal trial runs. However, the434

choice of hyperparamters can also be considered435

as part of the explanation configuration. Then, we436

can use the selector with an expanded action space 437

to, for example, also choose the number of tokens 438

to highlight. We discuss this more in Section 5.2. 439

3.5 Setup: Selector policy 440

As the user plays, we train their personalized se- 441

lector policy using LinUCB (Auer, 2002). The pa- 442

rameters of the user model are not updated during 443

bandit training; new information gathered about 444

the user is incorporated into the user model via 445

features (Table 2). 446

3.6 Setup: Conditions and Baselines 447

Table 3 lists the conditions of our randomized con- 448

trolled trial. The experimental condition is selec- 449

tive explanations. The control conditions include 450

baseline policies such as using a fixed explanation 451

configuration for all questions. To control the num- 452

ber of conditions, we omit conditions with fixed 453

configurations, e.g. +
Created by Vectorstall

-fixed. Instead, we 454

include Everything-fixed, which Feng and 455

Boyd-Graber (2019) show to be most effective at 456

improving user accuracy. 457

The guesser’s accuracy is on par with the experts. 458

So if the amateur players are willing and able to 459

blindly and precisely follow the Autopilot, they 460

could achieve good scores. But we consider this as 461

a degenerate solution to human-AI cooperation. 462

To account for this issue, we include two spe- 463

cial settings. In Autopilot-fixed, we display 464

Autopilot suggestions as the only explanation 465

for the human player. In AI-only, we replace the 466

human player with Autopilot to make decisions. 467

Using these two settings, we can quantify to what 468

degree the human player follows Autopilot. 469

In our forum post for expert recruitment, we 470

promise an “interface to augment human players 471

explanations of AI predictions”. To stay true to 472
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Figure 2: Mean cumulative EW score under each condi-
tion by amateurs (top) and experts (bottom). The selec-
tive condition performs the best amongst all human-AI
cooperative settings.

this promise and ensure a good experience for the473

experts (who participates in the game of Quizbowl474

for fun), we omit the baseline None-fixed con-475

dition in our expert experiments. This omission476

should not affect our results since the baseline is477

already compared to other conditions in Feng and478

Boyd-Graber (2019).479

3.7 Evaluation: Does mediation improve480

performance measure by EW?481

We use the mean cumulative EW score over the482

course of the game (144 questions for experts and483

60 for amateurs) for our quantitative comparison.484

If the human-AI team with a tailored selector can485

improve their EW score, this suggests explanations486

are helping the users more than other conditions.487

Figure 2 shows how the mean EW score un-488

der each condition increases as the players an- 489

swer more questions. Among all human-AI 490

coopeartive settings, the Selective-dynamic 491

condition performs the best. Especially for ex- 492

perts, selective explanation by the selector is 493

better than both showing all explanations and 494

AI-only. Importantly, as our model acquires 495

more data for each the each user with more ques- 496

tions (and as the user acclimates to their team- 497

mate), the gap between Selective-dynamic 498

and Everything-fixed grows. 499

Without explanations, amateurs are much wose 500

than AI-only. With selective explanations, am- 501

ateurs are comparable to AI-only and only 502

slightly better than showing all explanations. 503

Under the Autopilot-fixed condition, if 504

players blindly follow the AI’s suggestion—buzz 505

when the Autopilot says so and provide the AI 506

prediction as the answer—they should match the 507

AI-only baseline. However, both experts and 508

amateurs lose to the AI-only under this condi- 509

tion. This indicates that the other conditions evince 510

a synergy: humans are not simply blindly follow- 511

ing the AI suggestions more closely. Rather, the 512

diverse and selective explanations allow the players 513

to better decide when to follow and when to use 514

their own knowledge. 515

3.8 Analysis: What does selector choose to 516

show? 517

We are interested in what the selector learns as 518

most effective and what it chooses to show to play- 519

ers. Figure 3 visualizes the evolving distribution of 520

configurations selected by the bandit selector and 521

that by the random selector. 522

First, the selector did not learn to show all ex- 523

planations for all questions—it learned to be se- 524

lective. And by comparing to the random selector, 525

we see that the selector formed a clear preference 526

among explanations. In fact, at the end of the game, 527

the selector—learning purely from interaction— 528

recovers the ranking of individual explanations re- 529

ported by Feng and Boyd-Graber (2019): highlight 530

> evidence > alternatives. Interestingly, the selector 531

did not coverge to this ranking until the players 532

finished about 60 questions: initially the list of al- 533

ternatives was the preferred explanations, possibly 534

because it is easier for the players to interpret than 535

the others. Eventually as the players get more used 536

to the other explanations and the selector continues 537

to learn about the players, it converges. 538
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Figure 3: Mean cumulative count of explanations be-
ing shown to experts. Here we compare the expla-
nations selected by the selector (left) and by random
(right). Based on the frequency, we see that the selector
learned a ranking of explanations consistent with the ef-
fectiveness reported in Feng and Boyd-Graber (2019):
question highlights is most effectiv, then evidence, then
alternatives.

4 Discussion and Related Work539

In this section, we discuss related work and possi-540

ble extensions of selective explanations.541

4.1 Who should drive?542

Clearly defining the shared obligations of the team543

is crucial to the success of the team. By design,544

we keep ultimate control of decision making with545

the human. However, this may not be optimal; a546

distracted, overloaded, or hesitating human might547

be better served by an AI “taking the wheel” if it548

is certain. The most relevant work to ours is Gao549

et al. (2021), which similarly uses bandit feedback550

to optimize team performance. Whereas our policy 551

chooses from the set of explanation configurations, 552

their policy makes a binary decision: whether to 553

delegate a decision to the human or leave it to the 554

AI. Our Autopilot explanation can be seen as 555

“soft” delegation. Future work should compare se- 556

lective explanation with more methods for delega- 557

tion and deferral (Madras et al., 2018; Lubars and 558

Tan, 2019; Kamath et al., 2020; Lai et al., 2022). 559

4.2 Alignment, and learning to optimize 560

human objectives 561

Typically, ML algorithms optimize automatic met- 562

rics: how well can a machine replace or emulate a 563

human. However, this is inconsistent with how hu- 564

mans and machines interact in the real world; often 565

models need to be personalized to users (Zhou and 566

Brunskill, 2016). The research area that deals with 567

the general problem of optimizing human’s objec- 568

tives is alignment (Amodei et al., 2016). Specif- 569

ically for human-AI teams, an unsettled question 570

is how to optimize for that partnership; while we 571

optimize for short-term accuracy, a reasonable alter- 572

native would be to optimize for longer-term learn- 573

ing Bragg and Brunskill (2020). An interesting 574

direction would be to take a real-world task and 575

directly optimize the underlying model (not just the 576

selector) to create tailored explanations, as Lage 577

et al. (2018) did for synthetic tasks. 578

5 Conclusion: Explanations Tailored for 579

Users 580

Users benefit from collaborating with AI, and this 581

collaboration can be improved by explaining the 582

AI well. Moreover, the this benefit is not universal, 583

some users need or thrive with different explana- 584

tions. However, finding the right combination is 585

not easy; while our bandit approach can find useful 586

explanations, it requires both the user to become 587

acclimated to human-AI teaming and the bandit 588

to explore the space of explanations. As human- 589

AI collaborations become more common, we must 590

continue to search for better signals and methods to 591

help the teaming minimize stress and acclimation 592

but maximize fun and productivity. 593
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Limitations594

5.1 Limited Modeling of Factors in595

Human-AI Cooperation596

As we discussed in Section 1, a major contribu-597

tor to the inconsistency of human-AI experimental598

results is the large number of factors that can influ-599

ence the cooperative effectiveness. One of those600

factors that’s relatively easy to model is the hu-601

man’s skill level. In theory, selective explanation602

should be able to model that: if we optimize selec-603

tive explanation jointly for experts and amateurs,604

the selector should be able to learn and choose dif-605

ferent explanations for the two different groups of606

players. Unfortunately we couldn’t have done that607

experiment because Quizbowl is too challenging608

for mechanical turkers without any assistance, and609

when they compete head-to-head the game is made610

more difficult by the element of competition.611

There are other factors of human-AI cooperation612

that has been identified by previous work but we613

couldn’t model: the level of human agency (Lai614

and Tan, 2019; Bansal et al., 2021) the model’s615

predictive accuracy (Bansal et al., 2020), the user’s616

mental model of machine learning (Bansal et al.,617

2019), and the amount of interactivity (Smith-618

Renner et al., 2020a,b). Even within limited in-619

teractions, there is significant variation about the620

optimal modality of explanations (Gonzalez et al.,621

2020). Other factors, such as the distribution of622

test examples and model architecture, affect the623

quality of output from various post-hoc explana-624

tion methods (Ghorbani et al., 2019; Jones et al.,625

2020).626

Another major limitation of our evaluation is627

that we only experimented with one question an-628

swering problem, Quizbowl. Our method is gener-629

ally applicable to decision making problems. But630

finding another suitable task and adapting our in-631

frastructure, experiment design, incentive strutures632

is highly non-trivial. We are actively looking for633

other problems to experiment on and hope to con-634

duct more extensive experiments in the future.635

5.2 Selector’s Action Space is Limited636

We present this work as another step towards637

learned explanations that are more aligned with638

human values (Amodei et al., 2016). Our method639

seeks to maximize a human objective, not heuristic640

proxies of that (Doshi-Velez and Kim, 2018), and641

not the objective of the solo machine. In this work642

we focus on a simplified setting with a limited de-643

sign and action space, but our experimental setting 644

closely mimics how a human-AI team would oper- 645

ate in a real-world task; in particular, our testbed, 646

Quizbowl, bears merits that are essential for a task 647

to have in order to benefit from this idea. 648

We focus on this restricted selector to keep the 649

sample complexity for multi-armed bandit under 650

control. In principle the selector could be more 651

fine-grained if we allow it to dynamically change 652

the configuration as the clues in the question are 653

revealed. Despite challenges with regards to sam- 654

ple complexity, we believe that this expansion of 655

action space is a logical next step. 656

Ethics Statement 657

The general ethical concerns of explainable artifi- 658

cial intelligence (XAI) apply to this work, and we 659

refer readers to Miller (2019) and Gunning et al. 660

(2019) for a more detail account of those concerns. 661

A special concern with this work is what counts 662

as explanations. This paper studies exclusively 663

post-hoc explanations that do not have theoretical 664

guarantees. These ad-hoc explanations might ap- 665

pear reasonable—and they do, in some sense, since 666

they improve human performance in our experi- 667

ments, but there is no telling whether the informa- 668

tion conveyed by the explanations is reliable. In 669

other words, it is equally justifiable to interpret 670

these so-called explanations as persuasions or even 671

deceptions—in the sense that the model and the 672

explanation method are collectively trying to con- 673

vince the human to agree with them. To hedge 674

against this concern, we do not make any claims 675

about the nature of these explanations in this paper. 676

Instead, we study the empirical properties of them, 677

and whether they can be useful. 678
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